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**CONVENTIONAL UNITS**

8  ETC SOURCE 4 26° @575w  
2  ETC SOURCE 4 36° @575w  
8  ETC SOURCE 4 50° @575w  
3  ETC SOURCE 4 50° @750w  
13 ETC SOURCE 4 PARNEL @575w  
 4  PAR16 @75w

**PRACTICAL UNITS**

12  H3 6" RECESSED DOWNLIGHTS w/PAR 38 LAMPS @72w  
 2  20' ROPE LIGHT - WHITE INCANDESCENT  
 3  20' ROPE LIGHT - BLUE INCANDESCENT  
 2  6' / 8' FLUORESCENT TUBE w/HOUSING

**SPECIAL EQUIPMENT**

1  35MM PROJECTOR  
 1  HAZER  
 1  EXIT SIGN (GREEN)

**ACCESSORIES**

3  6.25" BLACK TOP HATS  
21  6.25" BLACK COLOR FRAMES  
13  7.5" BLACK COLOR FRAMES

**PIPE AND HARDWARE**

5  8' SCHEDULE 40 PIPE  
 4  BOOM BASES  
 2  CHEESEBOURROUGHS

**CABLE**

*AMOUNT NECESSARY AS PER PRODUCTION ELECTRICIAN*